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Mr. Atif Munir Shiekh  

President, FCCI  

 

MESSAGE: 

The Faisalabad Chamber of Commerce and industry is an apolitical, independent, 

membership based, volunteer driven, not-for-profit organization with a clear mandate to lead and 

serve the business community of this land of opportunities. 

Being president of the third largest chamber of Pakistan, it is my first and foremost obligation to 

work with a missionary zeal, dedication and commitment to the FCCI members in particular and 

to the business community in general to serve them above myself. 

I shall try my optimum best to offer perceptive and momentous policy contributions with dynamic 

initiatives that would have positive influence on the social and economic landscape of Faisalabad. 

1. My Mission is: 

To become voice of the business community with a strong pledge to enhance the economic 

prosperity and quality of life in Faisalabad, I shall also try to act as an advocate for local business 

community and facilitate them by providing opportunities to promote their businesses locally and 

internationally. 

2. My Goals are: 

To create and foster cordial working relationship among businesses and between businesses 

and the community at large. 

To participate actively and rather proactively in the development of public policy; as it 

affects economic growth and development for the country. 

 

To effectively express the views of the business community at appropriate levels and 

forums of the government particularly on matters of relevance to Faisalabad and this area. 

 

To promote private enterprises, business excellence, and encourage individual as well as 

collective achievements. 

 

To provide the resources deemed necessary to ensure proper levels of members services in 

addition to strengthening the member’s involvement in the community through this chamber. 

 

To reinforce the Organization through increasing its membership and resource base Strategic 

Plans. 

 

The Strategic Plan enshrine my commitment to provide an excellent standard of service and 

programs designed to continuously meet the needs of our members. 
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Message From the                                                

Chairman 

R&D & CPEC 

Committee  

 (EX- VP FCCI) 

 

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), with an investment portfolio of over 

$62 billion, is a landmark project in the economic history of Pakistan that has been widely tipped 

to be a Game Changer, not only for Pakistan, but for the whole of South Asia. However, it can 

only become one if all sectors of our economy work hard to capitalize on the opportunities provided 

by it. 

Since becoming the patron in chief of CPEC committee, me and my team have carried 

out extensive research on CPEC to analyze the potential opportunities and challenges it poses for 

our economy. Our research team associated with the CPEC cell has carried out an in-depth analysis 

of the CPEC project under the guidance of our CPEC Standing Committee. It has collaborated 

with various government departments at the federal and provincial level for the purpose of 

information sharing. 

Relating to the above mentioned, Agriculture is a major subject which acts as a 

backbone of the Pakistan Economy. As per the last Fiscal year figures, the agriculture contribution 

in GDP was 18.9%, while 42.3% of the workforce in Pakistan worked in the agriculture sector. 

Nowadays, Pakistan’s agriculture sector faces some serious challenges like climate change, pest 

attacks, shortage of water and more. All these aspects kept the agriculture sector’s production far 

less than its true potential. 

Climate Change & Global Warming is the issue faced by all over the world. It causes 

due to release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere by burning fossil fuels for energy, farming, and 

destroying forests. These carbon emissions are causing the greenhouse effect, trapping heat and 

making the Earth warmer, faster than could happen naturally. Our oxygen will be limited as 

deforestation continues. Our air will be dirty due to pollution; and most importantly, our future 

family will have harder and shorter lives. If we don't take immediate action against climate change, 

then this future may become both inevitable and irreversible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The current account deficit, which remains the single largest challenge for economic 

managers, shot to a record high of $17.994 billion (5.7% of GDP) at the end of fiscal year ended 

June 30, 2018 mainly due to exorbitant imports and less-than-projected inflows. 

This is 44.7% higher than $12.44 billion recorded in the previous fiscal year 2017. 

State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Tariq Bajwa said last week that the deficit has grown to 

an “unsustainable level” due to soaring aggregate demand in the economy.  

Foreign exchange: SBP's reserves fall to alarming level after 4.4% decline 

to tame demand, the central bank has let the rupee fall by close to 22% to Rs128 to the US dollar 

since December 2017, and made borrowing expensive by increasing the benchmark interest rate 

by 175 basis points to 7.5% in the last six months. “The Real Effective Exchange Rate (rupee-

dollar parity) and monetary policy (the benchmark interest rate) are two effective tools available 

with the central bank to deal with the situation.                 

 

The deficit is close to double the set target of $9 billion (2.9% of GDP) for FY18. Surprisingly, 

it is also much higher than the one estimated at around $16 billion by independent economists 

many. The gap has widened mainly due to the country’s exorbitant foreign expenditure (mainly 

imports and debt repayments) and sluggish income (mainly export proceeds and workers’ 

remittances). 

   The fall of the rupee over time has helped the country achieve 13% higher exports and slightly 

higher (1.4%) workers’ remittances. However, it has failed to offset the impact of record high. 

http://i1.tribune.com.pk/story/1761848/2-foreign-exchange-sbps-reserves-fall-alarming-level-4-4-decline/
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The growing deficit has pushed the country near a default-like situation. The country’s foreign 

currency reserves have dropped to an alarming level of less than two months of import cover. They 

stood at $9.06 billion on July 13, a four-year low.  

1.1 Pakistan Current Account Deficit Widens Record High: 

To tackle the situation, the caretaker government has kick-started the process of seeking a 

bailout from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to enable the incoming government to move 

along quicker if it chooses to exercise the option. The SBP also said that imports have surged 

14.71% to $55.84 billion compared $48.68 billion last fiscal year. Exports have increased 12.59% 

to $24.77 billion compared to $22 billion. Workers’ remittances improved 1.41% to $19.62 billion 

compared to $19.35 billion last fiscal year. Foreign direct investment (FDI) in different sectors of 

the economy has slightly improved by 0.8% to $2.76   in the fiscal year ended June 30, 2018, 

compared to $2.74 billion last fiscal year. 

Pakistan Current Account recorded a deficit of 4.1 USD bn in Mar 2022, compared with a deficit 

of 5.6 USD bn in the previous quarter. 

Pakistan Current Account Balance: USD m n data is updated quarterly, available from Mar 

1976 to Mar 2022, with an averaged value of -423.7 USD   m n. 

The data reached an all-time high of 1.4 USD bn in Sep 2002 and a record low of -6.1 USD 

bn in Jun 2018. 

CEIC extends history for quarterly Current Account Balance. The State Bank of Pakistan 

provides Current Account Balance in USD. Current Account Balance prior to Q3 2002 is sourced 

from International Monetary Fund. 

 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) increased by 141.2 USD m n in May 2022. 

 Pakistan Direct Investment Abroad fell by 19.0 USD m n in Mar 2022. 

 Its Foreign Portfolio Investment increased by 568.0 USD m n in Mar 2022. 

 The country's Nominal GDP was reported at 348.7 USD bn in Jun 2021. 
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2. What Is a Deficit? 
In financial terms, a deficit occurs when expenses exceed revenues, imports exceed exports, 

or liabilities exceed assets. A deficit is synonymous with a shortfall or loss and is the opposite of 

a surplus. A deficit can occur when a government, company, or person spends more than it 

receives in a given period, usually a year. 

 A deficit occurs when expenses exceed revenues, imports exceed exports, or liabilities 

exceed assets in a particular year. 

 Governments and businesses sometimes run deficits deliberately, to stimulate an economy 

during a recession or to foster future growth. 

 The two major types of deficits incurred by nations are budget deficits and trade deficits. 

 Whether the situation is personal, corporate, or governmental, running a deficit will reduce 

any current surplus or add to any existing debt load. For that reason, many people believe 

that deficits are unsustainable over the long term. 

 On the other hand, the famous British economist John Maynard Keynes maintained 

that fiscal deficits allow governments to purchase goods and services that can help 

stimulate their economy making deficits a useful tool for bringing nations out of 

recessions. Proponents of trade deficits say they allow countries to obtain more goods 

more than they produce at least for a period of time and can also spur their domestic 

industries to become more competitive globally. 

 However, opponents of trade deficits argue that they provide jobs to foreign countries 

instead of creating them at home, hurting the domestic economy and its citizens. Also, 

many argue that governments should not incur fiscal deficits regularly because the cost 

of servicing the debt uses up resources that the government might deploy in more 

productive ways, such as providing education, housing, or public infrastructure. 

 

 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/surplus.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/j/john_maynard_keynes.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiscaldeficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/trade_deficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/debtservice.asp
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2.1 Types of Government Deficits: 

The two primary types of deficits a nation can incur are budget deficits and trade deficits. 

2.2 BUDGET Deficit: 

A budget deficit occurs when expenses exceed revenue, and it can indicate the financial health 

of a country. The government generally uses the term budget deficit when referring to spending 

rather than businesses or individuals. Accrued deficits form national debt. 

 A budget deficit happens when current expenses exceed the amount of income received 

through standard operations. 

 Certain unanticipated events and policies may cause budget deficits. 

 Countries can counter budget deficits by raising taxes and cutting spending. 

In cases where a budget deficit is identified, current expenses exceed the amount of income 

received through standard operations. A nation wishing to correct its budget deficit may need  

cut back on certain expenditures, increase revenue-generating activities, or employ a 

combination of the two. 

The opposite of a budget deficit is a budget surplus. When a surplus occurs, revenue 

exceeds current expenses and results in excess funds that can be allocated as desired. In situations 

in which the inflows equal the outflows, the budget is balanced. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/budget-surplus.asp
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In the early 20th century, few industrialized countries had large fiscal deficits, however, 

during the First World War, deficits grew as governments borrowed heavily and depleted 

financial reserves to finance the war and their growth. These wartime and growth deficits 

continued until the 1960s and 1970s when world economic growth rates dropped. 

2.3 The Danger of Budget Deficits: 

One of the primary dangers of a budget deficit is inflation, which is the continuous increase 

of price levels. In the United States, a budget deficit can cause the Federal Reserve to release 

more money into the economy, which feeds inflation. 

2.4 Strategies to Reduce Budget Deficits: 

Countries can counter budget deficits by promoting economic growth through fiscal 

policies, such as reducing government spending and increasing taxes. For example, one strategy 

to increase Treasury inflows is to reduce regulations and lower corporate income taxes to improve 

business confidence and promote economic growth, generating higher taxable profits and more 

income taxes due to job growth. 

A nation can print additional currency to cover payments on debts issuing securities, such 

as Treasury bills and bonds. While this provides a mechanism to make payments, it does carry 

the risk of devaluing the nation’s currency, which can lead to hyperinflation. 

 

 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiscaldeficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/inflation.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/032615/how-does-fiscal-policy-impact-budget-deficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/032615/how-does-fiscal-policy-impact-budget-deficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/hyperinflation.asp
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2.5 Real World Example: 

Budget deficits may occur as a way to respond to certain unanticipated events and policies, 

such as the increase in defense spending after the September 11 terror attacks. While the initial 

war in Afghanistan cost an estimated $22.8 billion, spending in Iraq cost $51 billion in the fiscal 

year 2003. 

At the end of George W. Bush's presidential term in 2009, the total amount spent reached 

over $900 billion. This sum increased the deficit to approximately $1.4 trillion by 2009 And the 

costs accrued during the 2009 to 2017 presidential term of Barack Obama pushed the deficit up 

further. According to the Congressional Budget Office, "At the end of 2018, the amount of debt 

held by the public was equal to 78 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). 

Budget deficits, reflected as a percentage of GDP, may decrease in times of economic 

prosperity, as increased tax revenue, lower unemployment rates, and increased economic growth 

reduce the need for government-funded programs such as unemployment insurance and Head 

Start. 

https://www.acf.hhs.gov/ohs/about
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/ohs/about
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2.6 What's the Difference Between the Federal Budget Deficit and the Federal 

Government Debt? 

A federal budget deficit is what happens when government spending outpaces revenue, or 

the income drawn from taxes, fees, and investments. Deficits add to the national debt or federal 

government debt. If government debt grows at a faster pace than gross domestic product (GDP), 

the debt-to-GDP ratio may balloon, possibly indicating a destabilized economy. 

2.7 When Was the Last Federal Budget Surplus? 

The last time the U.S. government had a federal budget surplus was 2001. In every year 

since, there has been a federal budget deficit. 

2.8 What Can the Government Do About a Budget Deficit? 

The government can work to cut back the budget deficit by using its fiscal policy toolbox 

to promote economic growth, such as scaling back government spending and raising taxes. 

2.9 The Bottom Line: 

Budget deficits happen when expenses exceed revenue. When incurred by nations, they 

can lead to problems such as inflation. For example, the U.S. incurred a deficit through wars in 

Afghanistan and Iraq under the Bush and Obama administrations. Using policy to promote 
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economic growth can decrease a deficit. These deficits may also lessen during times of economic 

prosperity. 

2.10 Types of Budget Deficit: 

 Revenue Deficit 

 Fiscal Deficit 

 Primary Deficit 

2.11 REVENUE DEFICIT: 

A revenue deficit occurs when realized net income is less than the projected net income. 

This happens when the actual amount of revenue and/or the actual of expenditures do not 

correspond with budgeted revenue and expenditures. This is the opposite of a revenue surplus, 

which occurs when the actual amount of net income exceeds the projected amount. 

A revenue deficit is not indicative of a loss of revenue. 

Revenue deficit = Total Revenue expenditure – Total Revenue receipts 

For instance, revenue deficit in government budget estimates for the year 2012-13 is Rs 

3,50,424 crore (= Revenue expenditure Rs 12,86,109 crore – Revenue receipts ^ 9,35,685 crore) 

vide summary of the budget in Section 9.18. It reflects government’s failure to meet its revenue 

expenditure fully from its revenue receipts.  

A revenue deficit, not to be confused with a fiscal deficit, measures the difference between 

the projected amount of income and the actual amount of income. If a business or government 

has a revenue deficit that means its income isn't enough to cover its basic operations. When that 

happens, it may make up for the revenue it needs to cover by borrowing money or selling existing 

assets. 

To remedy a revenue deficit, a government can choose to raise taxes or cut expenses. 

Similarly, a company with a revenue deficit can make improvements by cutting variable costs, 

such as materials and labor. Fixed costs are more difficult to adjust because most are established 

by contracts, such as a building lease. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/netincome.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiscaldeficit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/tax/10/history-taxes.asp
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Those expenditures of the government that do not lead to the creation of fixed assets are 

called revenue expenditures. The government spends money under various accounting heads, such 

as paying interest on loans, salaries and pensions, subsidies, spends on different ministries and 

departments, etc. Grants made to state governments and other parties are also treated as revenue 

expenditures, even though these might be used for the creation of fixed assets. 

  Budget Estimates (BE) for 2018-19 pegged the Indian government’s revenue expenditure 

to have grown 10.2 per cent over the Revised Estimates (RE) for 2017-18. That was a big drop 

from over 15 per cent growth in the preceding year.  

  The Union government had cut its total expenditure by about Rs 1.45 trillion over its 

revised estimates for 2018-19. Of this, Rs 13,000 crore was cut on account of capital expenditure 

and Rs 1.32 trillion under revenue expenditure. 

The bulk of the expenditure compression was achieved through off-Budget borrowing. The 

burden of such borrowing fell on many public sector undertakings (PSU), such as Food 

Corporation of India (FCI), Housing and Urban Development Corporation, National Housing Bank 

and Rural Electrification Corporation. 

  

Even though there is no official confirmation of such borrowing, the figures put out by the 

Controller General of Accounts (CGA) revealed it all. For instance, the CGA’s 2018-19 figures 
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showed how the food subsidy bill came down by a whopping 40 per cent over Rs 1.71 trillion 

mentioned in the revised estimates.  

2.12 FISCAL DEFICIT: 

A fiscal deficit is a shortfall in a government's income compared with its spending. The 

government that has a fiscal deficit is spending beyond its means. 

A fiscal deficit is calculated as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP), or simply 

as total dollars spent in excess of income. In either case, the income figure includes only taxes 

and other revenues and excludes money borrowed to make up the shortfall. 

A fiscal deficit is different from fiscal debt. The latter is the total debt accumulated over years 

of deficit spending. 

 A government creates a fiscal deficit by spending more money than it takes in from taxes 

and other revenues excluding debt. 

 The gap between income and spending is closed by government borrowing. 

 The U.S. government has had a fiscal deficit in most of the years since World War II. 

2.13 Formula of Fiscal Deficit: 

Fiscal deficit is calculated by subtracting the total revenue obtained by the government in 

a fiscal year from the total expenditures that it incurred during the same period. 

Mathematically, it can be represented as follows: 

Fiscal deficit = Total Expenditure – Total revenue (Excluding the borrowings) 

Fiscal deficit is seen in all the economies, while the surplus is considered a rare occurrence. 

A high fiscal deficit is not always considered bad for the economy. It is good if the amount is used 

in constructing roads, railways, airports, etc. These help in generating revenue for the government 

after a certain period. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/gdp.asp
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 The gross fiscal deficit (GFD) is the excess of total expenditure including loans net of 

recovery over revenue receipts (including external grants) and non-debt capital receipts. The net 

fiscal deficit is the gross fiscal deficit less net lending of the Central government. 

           Generally fiscal deficit takes place either due to revenue deficit or a major hike in capital 

expenditure. Capital expenditure is incurred to create long-term assets such as factories, buildings 

and other development. A deficit is usually financed through borrowing from either the central 

bank of the country or raising money from capital markets by issuing different instruments like 

treasury bills and bonds 

2.14 PRIMARY DEFICIT: 

The gross fiscal deficit (GFD) is the excess of total expenditure including loans net of recovery 

over revenue receipts (including external grants) and non-debt capital receipts. The net fiscal 

deficit is the gross fiscal deficit less net lending of the Central government. 

Generally fiscal deficit takes place either due to revenue deficit or a major hike in capital 

expenditure. Capital expenditure is incurred to create long-term assets such as factories, buildings 

and other development. A deficit is usually financed through borrowing from either the central 

bank of the country or raising money from capital markets by issuing different instruments like 

treasury bills and bonds. 
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2.15 Formula of Primary Deficit: 

Primary Deficit = Fiscal Deficit (Total expenditure – Total income of the government) – 

Interest payments (of previous borrowings) 

The primary deficit is calculated by subtracting interest payments for the borrowings from 

the current year's fiscal deficit. The fiscal deficit is calculated by determining the difference 

between the total income and total expenditure of the government. 

2.16 TRADE DEFICIT: 

 

https://cleartax.in/g/terms/income
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A trade deficit occurs when a country's imports exceed its exports during a given time 

period. It is also referred to as a negative balance of trade (BOT). The balance can be calculated 

on different categories of transactions: goods (a.k.a., “merchandise”), services, goods and 

services. Balances are also calculated for international transactions—current account, capital 

account, and financial account. 

 A trade deficit occurs when a country's imports exceed its exports during a given period. 

 Balances are calculated for several categories of international transactions 

 Trade deficits can be shorter or longer term. 

 Implications of a trade deficit depend on impacts on production, jobs, national security 

and how the deficits are financed. 

 A trade deficit occurs when there is a negative net amount or negative balance in an 

international transaction account. The balance of payments (international transaction 

accounts) records all economic transactions between residents and non-residents where a 

change in ownership occurs. 

 A trade deficit or net amount can be calculated on different categories within an 

international transaction account. These include goods, services, goods and services, 

current account, and the sum of balances on the current and capital accounts. 

 The sum of the balances on the current and capital accounts equals net lending/borrowing. 

 This also equals the balance on the financial account plus a statistical discrepancy. The 

financial account measures financial assets and liabilities, in contrast to purchases and 

payments in the current and capital accounts. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/import.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/export.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bot.asp
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Since World War II, the U.S. has promoted free trade and globalization; its commitment 

was best exemplified by its push to create the World Trade Organization (WTO) and to negotiate 

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). But America’s enthusiasm for free trade 

has recently waned: It pulled out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), called for a renegotiation 

of NAFTA, and imposed trade tariffs on China and other nations. 

Much of the concern over trade deficits stems from a fear that these deficits lead to 

declining manufacturing employment. In this article, we will explore why the U.S. runs a trade 

deficit, why manufacturing employment is declining, and how these two are related. Then we will 

look specifically at the case of China. 

In macroeconomic theory, net exports—the country’s trade balance—equal national 

savings minus investment; i.e., NX = S – I.2 Thus, imbalanced trade implies insufficient national 

savings (private savings plus government savings) to finance national investment. Hence, as saving 

and investment became mismatched, the saving gap (S – I) started to grow more and more negative 

around the early 1970s, suggesting rapidly accumulating private debt and public debt in the U.S. 

Figure 2 shows that the cumulative saving-investment gap started to grow in the middle 1970s and 

ballooned to $11 trillion in recent years, suggesting roughly an equal amount of foreign holdings 

of U.S. currency and government bonds 

 

https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/third-quarter-2018/understanding-roots-trade-deficit
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2.17 PAKISTAN TRADE DEFICIT: 

Pakistan’s trade deficit widened by 70.1 percent during the first nine months (July-March) of the 

 

According to the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) the country’s trade deficit soared to $35.393 

billion, which is the high trade balance as compared to $20.802 billion during the same period of 

2020-21.  

The country’s exports increased by 24.6 percent to $23.298 billion in the first nine months of the 

current fiscal year 2021-22 compared to $18.687 billion during the same period of 2020-21. 

Imports were increased by 48.6 percent during the first nine months (July-March) of the current 

fiscal year. They increased to $58.691 billion as compared to $39.489 billion during the same 

period of the corresponding year, the PBS stated. 

1. WHAT IS REVENUE? 

Revenue is the money generated from normal business operations, calculated as the average sales 

price times the number of units sold. It is the top line (or gross income) figure from which costs 

are subtracted to determine net income. Revenue is also known as sales on the income statement. 

 Revenue, often referred to as sales or the top line, is the money received from normal 

business operations. 

 Operating income is revenue (from the sale of goods or services) operating expenses. 

 Non-operating income is infrequent or nonrecurring income derived from secondary 

sources (e.g., lawsuit proceeds). 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/incomestatement.asp
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 Non-business entities such as governments, nonprofits, or individuals also report revenue, 

though calculations and sources for each differ. 

 Revenue is only sale proceeds, while income or profit incorporate the expenses to generate 

revenue and report the net (not gross) earnings. 

 Revenue is money brought into a company by its business activities. There are different 

ways to calculate revenue, depending on the accounting method employed. Accrual 

accounting will include sales made on credit as revenue for goods or services delivered to 

the customer. Under certain rules, revenue is recognized even if payment has not yet been 

received. 

 It is necessary to check the cash flow statement to assess how efficiently a company 

collects money owed. Cash accounting, on the other hand, will only count sales as revenue 

when payment is received. Cash paid to a company is known as a "receipt." It is possible 

to have receipts without revenue. For example, if the customer paid in advance for a 

service not yet rendered or undelivered goods, this activity leads to a receipt but not 

revenue. 

 Revenue is known as the top line because it appears first on a company's income statement. 

Net income, also known as the bottom line, is revenues minus expenses. There is 

a profit when revenues exceed expenses. 

 To increase profit, and hence earnings per share (EPS) for its shareholders, a company 

increases revenues and/or reduces expenses. Investors often consider a company's   

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/accrualaccounting.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/accrualaccounting.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cashflowstatement.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cashaccounting.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/122214/what-difference-between-revenue-and-profit.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/eps.asp
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3.1 Formula and Calculation of Revenue: 

The formula and calculation of revenue will vary across companies, industries, and sectors. 

A service company will have a different formula than a retailer, while a company that does not 

accept returns may have different calculations than companies with return periods. Broadly 

speaking, the formula to calculate net revenue is: 

Net Revenue = (Quantity Sold * Unit Price) - Discounts - Allowances - Returns 

The main component of revenue is the quantity sold multiplied by the price. For a service 

company, this is the number of service hours multiplied by the billable service rate. For a retailer, 

this is the number of goods sold multiplied by the sales price. 

The obvious constraint with this formula is a company that has a diversified product line. For 

example, Apple can sell a MacBook, iPhone, and iPad, each for a different price. Therefore, the 

net revenue formula should be calculated for each product or service, then added together to get a 

company's total revenue. 

There are several components that reduce revenue reported on a company's financial 

statements in accordance to accounting guidelines. Discounts on the price offered, allowances 

awarded to customers, or product returns are subtracted from the total amount collected. Note that 

some components (i.e., discounts) should only be subtracted if the unit price used in the earlier 

part of the formula is at market (not discount) price. 
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2. WHAT IS SURPLUS: 

A surplus describes the amount of an asset or resource that exceeds the portion that's 

actively utilized. A surplus can refer to a host of different items, including income, profits, capital, 

and goods. In the context of inventories, a surplus describes products that remain sitting on store 

shelves, unpurchased. In budgetary contexts, a surplus occurs when income earned exceeds 

expenses paid. A budget surplus can also occur within governments when there's leftover tax 

revenue after all government programs fully financed. 

 A surplus describes a level of an asset that exceeds the portion used.  

 An inventory surplus occurs when products remain unsold. 

 Budgetary surpluses occur when income earned exceeds expenses paid. from a disconnect 

between supply and demand for a product, or when some people are willing to pay more 

for a product than other consumers. 

 Typically, a surplus causes a market disequilibrium in the supply and demand of a product. 

This imbalance can sometimes mean that the product cannot efficiently flow through the 

market. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/budget-surplus.asp
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4.1 Economic Surplus: 

There are two types of economic surplus: consumer surplus and producer surplus. 

A consumer surplus occurs when the price for a product or service is lower than the highest price 

a consumer would willingly pay. Think of an auction, where a buyer holds in his mind a price limit 

he will not exceed, for a certain painting he fancies. A consumer surplus occurs if this buyer 

ultimately purchases the artwork for less than his predetermined limit. In another example, let's 

assume the price per barrel of oil drops, causing gas prices to dip below the price a driver is 

accustomed to shelling out at the pump. In this case, the consumer profits, with a surplus. 

A producer surplus occurs when goods are sold at a higher price than the lowest price the producer 

was willing to sell for. In the same auction context, if an auction house sets the opening bid at the 

lowest it would comfortably sell a painting, a producer surplus occurs if buyers create a bidding 

war, thus causing the item to sell for a higher price, far above the opening minimum.  

3. WHAT IS A CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT? 
The current account deficit is a measurement of a country’s trade where the value of the 

goods and services it imports exceeds the value of the products it exports. The current account 

includes net income, such as interest and dividends, and transfers, such as foreign aid, although 

these components make up only a small percentage of the total current account. The current 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/consumer_surplus.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/producer_surplus.asp
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account represents a country’s foreign transactions and, like the capital account, is a component 

of a country. 

 

5.1 Current Account Deficit: 

 A current account deficit indicates that a country is importing more than it is exporting. 

 Emerging economies often run surpluses, and developed countries tend to run deficits.  

 A current account deficit is not always detrimental to a nation's economy—external debt 

may be used to finance lucrative investments. 

5.2 Understanding a Current Account Deficit: 

A country can reduce its existing debt by increasing the value of its exports relative to the 

value of imports. It can place restrictions on imports, such as tariffs or quotas, or it can emphasize 

policies that promote export, such as import substitution, industrialization, or policies that 

improve domestic companies' global competitiveness. The country can also use monetary policy 

to improve the domestic currency’s valuation relative to other currencies through devaluation, 

which reduces the country’s export costs.  

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/forex/how-forex-exchange-rates-set.asp
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0  

While an existing deficit can imply that a country is spending beyond its means, having a 

current account deficit is not inherently disadvantageous. If a country uses external debt to finance 

investments that have higher returns than the interest rate on the debt, the country can remain 

solvent while running a current account deficit. If a country is unlikely to cover current debt levels 

with future revenue streams, however, it may become insolvent. 

IN WHICH INCLUDE BALANCE OF PAYMENT (POM) 

4. What Is the Balance of Payments (BOP)? 
The balance of payments (BOP), also known as the balance of international payments, is 

a statement of all transactions made between entities in one country and the rest of the world over 

a defined period, such as a quarter or a year. It summarizes all transactions that a country's 

individuals, companies, and government bodies complete with individuals, companies, and 

government bodies outside the country. 
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 The balance of payments includes both the current account and capital account. 

 The current account includes a nation's net trade in goods and services, its net earnings on 

cross-border investments, and its net transfer payments. 

 The capital account consists of a nation's transactions in financial instruments and central 

bank reserves. 

 The sum of all transactions recorded in the balance of payments should be zero; however, 

exchange rate fluctuations and differences in accounting practices may hinder this in 

practice. 

 The balance of payments (BOP) transactions consist of imports and exports of goods, 

services, and capital, as well as transfer payments, such as foreign aid and remittances. A 

country's balance of payments and its net international investment position together 

constitute its international accounts. 

 The balance of payments divides transactions into two accounts: the current account and 

the capital account. Sometimes the capital account is called the financial account, with a 

separate, usually very small, capital account listed separately. The current account 

includes transactions in goods, services, investment income, and current transfers. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/import.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/export.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/net-international-investment-position-niip.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/currentaccount.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/capitalaccount.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/current-transfers.asp
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If a country exports an item (a current account transaction), it effectively imports foreign 

capital when that item is paid for (a capital account transaction). If a country cannot fund its 

imports through exports of capital, it must do so by running down its reserves. This situation is 

often referred to as a balance of payments deficit, using the narrow definition of the capital 

account that excludes central bank reserves. In reality, however, the broadly defined balance of 

payments must add up to zero by definition 

5. DEFICIT OF CURRENT ACCOUNT PAKISTAN: 

The country’s current account deficit fell by 32pc during the current fiscal year owing to 

the business-friendly policies adopted by the incumbent government to boost exports. 

The Statistics Division has reported that the current account deficit fell to $13.59 billion during 

the fiscal year 2018-19, as compared to $19.90 billion in the same period last year. 

Earlier on June 16, Adviser to Prime Minister on Finance Dr Abdul Hafeez Shaikh had said that 

due to effective measures taken by the government, current account deficit had shirked to $7 billion 

during past few months. 

Addressing a post-budget conference titled ‘Pakistan Back on Track’ in Islamabad, Hafeez Shaikh 

had said that the current government had inherited $20 billion, adding that it (government) was 

striving hard to overcome the fiscal and current account deficit in order to stability the economy.   

https://arynews.tv/en/current-account-deficit-shrinks/
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7.1 SUMMARY OF CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT: 

Pakistan recorded a Current Account deficit of 4323 USD Million in the second quarter of 2022. 

 

7.2 Stocks in Pakistan Hit 19-month Low: 

Pakistani Rupee Dips to Fresh Low on Political Uncertainty  

The Pakistani rupee plunged to a fresh low of 224.5 per USD, losing almost 28% so far this year 

as political uncertainty surrounding the Punjab by-election results added to the financial woes of 

the country. The already weak coalition government (PML-N party) led by current Prime Minister 

Hawas Sharif received a setback when rival party PTI headed by ousted PM Imran Khan won 15 

out of 20 seats in the Punjab assembly by-elections. This raised prospects of the ousted party along 

with Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid of forming a government in Punjab, the largest province of 

Pakistan and which has long supported PML-N. At the same time, prices are rising as the 

government cut back on subsidies to get funds from the IMF and tackle foreign debt crisis.  

 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/stock-market
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/currency
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7.3 Fitch Revises Pakistan's Outlook to Negative: 

Ratings agency Fitch on Tuesday revised its outlook on Pakistan to negative from stable, 

citing deterioration in country's external liquidity position and financing conditions since early 

2022. The agency said that the fiscal deficit is expected to increase to 7.5% of GDP in FY22, from 

6.1% in FY21. Meanwhile, the current account deficit is estimated to reach USD 17 billion (4.6% 

of GDP) in the fiscal year ended June 2022 (FY22), driven by soaring global oil prices and a rise 

in non-oil imports boosted by strong private consumption. Fitch affirmed Pakistan's Long-Term 

Foreign-Currency Issuer Default Rating at B-. Standard & Poor's credit rating for Pakistan stands 

at B- with stable outlook. Moody's credit rating for Pakistan was last set at B3 with negative 

outlook 

7.4 Pakistani Rupee Hits Fresh Low: 

The Pakistani rupee hit a fresh low of 214.6 per USD, pressured by political uncertainty 

surrounding the Punjab by-election results and the deteriorating domestic economic conditions. 

Ousted Prime Minister Imran Khan’s party’s major win at the Punjab by-polls implied that the 

incumbent Punjab Chief Minister Hamza Shehbaz will likely be unable to show the simple 

majority needed to remain the chief executive in the re-election scheduled for July 22, adding to 

the political turmoil and raising concerns over the IMF In addition, Pakistan’s foreign exchange 

reserves continued to fall further amid persistent import-payment pressure and low remittances as 

the dollar continued its rally amid rate-hike expectations. Meanwhile, the country’s Finance 

Minister said that Pakistan is expected to get USD 4 billion from friendly countries in July, two 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/rating
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/currency
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days after the IMF signed a staff level agreement with the nation for disbursement of USD 1.17 

billion loan. 

7.5 Pakistani Rupee Remains Under Pressure: 

211.5 hit in late-June after the country’s central bank raised the key interest rate to 15% in July for 

the sixth consecutive time to fight the 14-year domestic inflation of 21.3%. Additionally, the 

monetary board forecasted that headline inflation is likely to remain elevated around current levels 

The Pakistani rupee remained under pressure above 207 per USD, not far from its historic low of 

for much of 2023 before settling to the 5-7% target range by the end of 2024. The rupee has 

plunged almost 18% so far this year as the South-east nation battles with record-high imports, 

worsening current account balances, and falling foreign exchange reserves. Recently, Pakistan 

struck a $2.3 billion loan facility agreement with a Chinese consortium of banks while waiting for 

the disbursement of the much needed USD 3 billion bailout loan from the IMF. 

7.6 France Manufacturing PMI Hits Lowest Since May 2020: 

The S&P Global France Manufacturing PMI fell to 49.5 in July of 2022 from 51.4 in the prior 

month, revised downwards from the preliminary estimate of 49.6. It was the lowest figure since 

May 2020, as both manufacturing output and new orders declined at the fastest pace since the 

pandemic-induced disruptions in the first half of 2020. Surveyors cited lower demand as clients 

were hesitant with uncertain economic conditions, the war in Ukraine, and the inflation outlook. 

Subsequently, the rate of job creation slowed to a ten-month low. On the price front, inflationary 

pressures eased slightly from the previous month, although still high. Finally, business confidence 

was historically subdued in July 

6. FORCASTING: 

Current Account in Pakistan is expected to be -3045.00 USD Million by the end of this quarter, 

according to Trading Economics global macro models and analysis expectations. In the long-term, 

the Pakistan Current Account is projected to trend around -2588.00 USD Million in 2023 and -

2112.00 USD Million in 2024, according to our econometric models. 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/currency
https://tradingeconomics.com/france/manufacturing-pmi
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7. MARKET: 

1. Currency 

2. Government Bond 10Y 

3. Stock Market 

8.  CURRENCY: 

The Pakistani rupee plunged to a fresh low of 224.5 per USD, losing almost 28% so far this year 

as political uncertainty surrounding the Punjab by-election results added to the financial woes of 

the country. The already weak coalition government (PML-N party) led by current Prime 

Minister Hawas Sharif received a setback when rival party PTI headed by ousted PM Imran 

Khan won 15 out of 20 seats in the Punjab assembly by-elections. This raised prospect of the 

ousted party along with Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid of forming a government in Punjab, the 

largest province of Pakistan and which has long supported PML-N. At the same time, prices are 

rising as the government cut back on subsidies to get funds from the IMF and tackle foreign debt 

crisis. 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/government-bond-yield
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/stock-market
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9.  GOVERNMENT BOND 10Y 

Pakistan 10Y Bond Yield was 12.98 percent on Monday August 1, according to over-the-counter 

interbank yield quotes for this government bond maturity. 

 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/government-bond-yield
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10. STOCK MARKET 

The KSE 100 decreased 4038 points or 9.06% since the beginning of 2022, according to trading 

on a contract for difference (CFD) that tracks this benchmark index from Pakistan.  
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11. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Pakistan 

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Pakistan expanded 3.94 percent in the 2020/2021 fiscal 

year. 

In Pakistan, services are the biggest sector of the economy and account for 53 percent of total 

GDP. Within services the most important segments are: public administration and (18 percent of 

total GDP); wholesale and retail trade (17 percent) and transportation (10 percent). Industry 

accounts for 25 percent of GDP. Within industry, the manufacturing segment represents 19 percent 

of GDP and mining and construction accounts for 5 percent. The remaining 22 percent is 

contributed by livestock (11 percent) and fishing, forestry and agriculture (11 percent). 
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12. Gross National Product in Pakistan: 
 

 

 

13. PRICES: 

 Consumer Price Index CPI 

 Core inflation rate 

 CPI Housing utilities  

 CPI transportation  

 Export price 

 Food inflation 

 Import prices  

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/consumer-price-index-cpi
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 Inflation rate  

 Producer prices  

 Producer prices change 

14. TRADE OF PAKISTAN: 

 Balance Of Trade 

 Capital flow 

 Cored all production 

 Current Account 

 Current account to GDP 

 Exports 

 Exports by categories 

 Exports by country 

15.  FACTORS WHICH CAUSE A CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT: 
A current account deficit occurs when the value of imports (of goods, services and investment 

income) is greater than the value of exports. 

There are various factors which could cause a current account deficit: 

.  

 17.1 Overvalued exchange rate: 

If the currency is overvalued, imports will be cheaper, and therefore there will be a higher 

quantity of imports. Exports will become uncompetitive, and therefore there will be a fall in the 

quantity of exports. Countries in the Eurozone (e.g. Greece, Portugal and Spain) experienced an 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/balance-of-trade
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overvalued exchange rate (and they couldn’t devalue). In 2007, these three countries had a current 

account deficit equal to 10% of GDP. 

17.2 Economic growth: 

If there is an increase in national income, people will tend to have more disposable income to 

consume goods. If domestic producers cannot meet the domestic demand, consumers will have to 

import goods from abroad. In the UK we have a high marginal propensity to imports because we 

do not have a comparative advantage in the production of manufactured goods. Therefore if there 

is fast economic growth there tends to be a significant increase in the quantity of imports and a 

deterioration in the current account. 

17.3 Decline in competitiveness/export sector: 

In the UK, there has been a decline in the exporting manufacturing sector because it has struggled 

to compete with developing countries in the far east. This has led to a persistent deficit in the 

balance of trade. 

17.4 Higher inflation 

If UK inflation rises faster than our main competitors then it will make UK exports less competitive 

and imports more competitive. This will lead to deterioration in the current account. However, 

inflation may also lead to a depreciation in the currency to offset this decline in competitiveness. 

17.5 Recession in other countries: 

If the UK’s main trading partners experience negative economic growth, then they will buy less of 

our exports, worsening the UK current account. 

17.6 Borrowing money: 

If countries are borrowing money to invest e.g. third world countries, then this will lead to 

deterioration in current account position. 

17.7 Financial flows to finance current account deficit: 

If a country can attract more financial flows (either short-term portfolio investment or long-term 

direct investment), then these flows on the financial account will enable the country to run a larger 
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current account deficit. For example, the UK has run a persistent current account deficit since the 

1980s; this reflects the fact the UK has attracted capital flows to finance this current account 

deficit. Without financial flows, the currency would depreciate until equilibrium is restored. 
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16.  REFERANCE: 
https://www.business-standard.com/about/what-is-primary-deficit#Specials 

https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-

balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.

7%20USD%20mn. 

https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-

balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.

7%20USD%20mn. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/trade_deficit.asp 

https://propakistani.pk/2022/04/04/pakistans-9-month-trade-deficit-reaches-an-all-time-high/ 

https://www.google.com/search?q=trade+deficit+of+pakistan+2020&rlz=1C1CHWL_enPK987P

K987&sxsrf=ALiCzsbLqTzxBapQ_DL9TgTGucMIUxTXCQ:1659339934909&source=lnms&t

bm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjRz4b7kqX5AhXi8bsIHQ6rCRUQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw

=1366&bih=667&dpr=1#imgrc=bXb-EudKueXMyM 

https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/third-quarter-2018/understanding-

roots-trade-deficit 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.as 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/surplus.asp 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/news 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/stock-market 

https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/gross-national-product 

https://www.economicshelp.org/macroeconomics/bop/cause-of-

deficit/#:~:text=A%20current%20account%20deficit%20occurs,than%20the%20value%20of%2

https://www.business-standard.com/about/what-is-primary-deficit#Specials
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/pakistan/current-account-balance#:~:text=Pakistan%20Current%20Account%20recorded%20a,value%20of%20%2D423.7%20USD%20mn
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/trade_deficit.asp
https://propakistani.pk/2022/04/04/pakistans-9-month-trade-deficit-reaches-an-all-time-high/
https://www.google.com/search?q=trade+deficit+of+pakistan+2020&rlz=1C1CHWL_enPK987PK987&sxsrf=ALiCzsbLqTzxBapQ_DL9TgTGucMIUxTXCQ:1659339934909&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjRz4b7kqX5AhXi8bsIHQ6rCRUQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1366&bih=667&dpr=1#imgrc=bXb-EudKueXMyM
https://www.google.com/search?q=trade+deficit+of+pakistan+2020&rlz=1C1CHWL_enPK987PK987&sxsrf=ALiCzsbLqTzxBapQ_DL9TgTGucMIUxTXCQ:1659339934909&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjRz4b7kqX5AhXi8bsIHQ6rCRUQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1366&bih=667&dpr=1#imgrc=bXb-EudKueXMyM
https://www.google.com/search?q=trade+deficit+of+pakistan+2020&rlz=1C1CHWL_enPK987PK987&sxsrf=ALiCzsbLqTzxBapQ_DL9TgTGucMIUxTXCQ:1659339934909&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjRz4b7kqX5AhXi8bsIHQ6rCRUQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1366&bih=667&dpr=1#imgrc=bXb-EudKueXMyM
https://www.google.com/search?q=trade+deficit+of+pakistan+2020&rlz=1C1CHWL_enPK987PK987&sxsrf=ALiCzsbLqTzxBapQ_DL9TgTGucMIUxTXCQ:1659339934909&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjRz4b7kqX5AhXi8bsIHQ6rCRUQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1366&bih=667&dpr=1#imgrc=bXb-EudKueXMyM
https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/third-quarter-2018/understanding-roots-trade-deficit
https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/third-quarter-2018/understanding-roots-trade-deficit
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.as
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/revenue.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/surplus.asp
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/news
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/stock-market
https://tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/gross-national-product
https://www.economicshelp.org/macroeconomics/bop/cause-of-deficit/#:~:text=A%20current%20account%20deficit%20occurs,than%20the%20value%20of%20exports.&text=If%20the%20currency%20is%20overvalued,a%20higher%20quantity%20of%20imports
https://www.economicshelp.org/macroeconomics/bop/cause-of-deficit/#:~:text=A%20current%20account%20deficit%20occurs,than%20the%20value%20of%20exports.&text=If%20the%20currency%20is%20overvalued,a%20higher%20quantity%20of%20imports
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0imports 

 

https://www.economicshelp.org/macroeconomics/bop/cause-of-deficit/#:~:text=A%20current%20account%20deficit%20occurs,than%20the%20value%20of%20exports.&text=If%20the%20currency%20is%20overvalued,a%20higher%20quantity%20of%20imports
https://www.economicshelp.org/macroeconomics/bop/cause-of-deficit/#:~:text=A%20current%20account%20deficit%20occurs,than%20the%20value%20of%20exports.&text=If%20the%20currency%20is%20overvalued,a%20higher%20quantity%20of%20imports
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